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Conrad Berenson. Cllairperson of the Marketing Departlllellt.
By Michael FlaDigan
Alleged anti-Semitic remarks
in the classroom, and the failure
to teach some of his scheduled
classes have led to an investiga-
tion of Marketing Professor Ron-
ald Gatty. Gatty has been a full
professor. with tenure .. at Baruch
for the past ten years.
_The investigation committee,
which will eventually submit its
findings to the Board of Trustees
of the Board of Higher Education,
is led by Francis J. Connelly,
Dean of the School of Business
and Public Administration, and
Ms. Esther Liebert, Assistant
Administrator for Employee and
Labor Relations.
Remarks Disturb Students
The incident allegedly occurred
"during the second week. of the
current se.nester when, accord-
ing to students who did not wish
to be named; Gatty told the class
to "get the textbook written by
the Jew."
Gatty, who said that he is una-
ware of any form of investigation
taking place, said that his remark
was taken entirely out of context.
His actual statement, he said,
was: •. I can't see any reason for
selecting this textbook over the
others we were using. It is cer-
tainly no better. I don't know,
maybe it was written by a Jew-
ish author. The Marketing De-
partment at Baruch is controlled
by Jews."
"Students came to me very dis-
turbed about his remark," said
Profesor Conrad Berenson, Chair-
person of the Marketing Depart-
ment. "Naturally I had to report
the matter to the Dean."
Dean Connelly said that he,
too, had heard of the incident
from different students. "If Pro-
fessor Gatty had not achieved
tenure," said Connelly, "the
rnatte r would be settled by the
chairman; however, in this case,
it must be taken through a judi-
. cious process that could take a
long time. ~.
Substitute Assigned to Coone
"He did not show up the first
two days," said Connelly, "and I
filled in because I felt that in the
first days, there should at least
be someone there to- meet the
students. After that, I had to as-
sign a sub~titute to the course."
Gatty, who spent the summer
out of the country, said that it
was his understanding that class-
es would have commenced on
September 11 (classes started on
September 9), and did not return
to this country until September
10. "It was then," he said, "that
I learned of the unprecedented
change in schedule."
"No such Tuesday class was
listed on the schedule sent to me
by the department," Gatty said,
in regard to his -absences fro.m
the first two meetings of a Con-
sumer Behavior course (MCR
3605 XZ 24).
Cbal'ges.of..a..l.~Vendetta
"'The matter has been taken
entirely out of context," Gatty
~ ... :.. "h"" ...n· .1._. Be , •.
~---eJAg-.-wuw.~ r.enSOD- . -IS·
obviously conducting a vendetta
against me. , .. He said that Beren-
son has not responded to memo-
randa sent to him. suggesting
that they mee t to clear up any
misunderstandings that might
exist.
Gatty stressed that he was not
anti-Jewish, pointing out the fact
that he had been appointed to
this post at Baruch by two Jews,
"one of them Dean Emeritus,
Emmanuel Saxe." "Two-thirds
of my doctoral students in the
past have be-en Jew-ish-/' he
added.
"It is an outrage that the Mar-
keting Department is controlled














feel that it is appropriate for any
one ethnic group to dominate a
department.' ,
. 'I am not going to respond to
these charges at this time as the
matter is under investigation,"
Berenson said. •. It is not crppro-
priate.Studetrts made complaints
to me and I turned them over to
Esther Liebert."
.'Accordin'g to Liebert. 'afl the·
proceedings could take as long as
one semester to complete. If
found guilty, Gatty could be
warned, suspended or dismissed. -
Student Denied Deferral of Increased Tuition Payment
Round One of U.S.S. vs, Chancellor Goes to Administration
By Pamela D. Smltb
On September 24, representa-
tives of the University Student
Senate (U.S.S.) and CUNY stu-
dent govern ment leaders demon-
strated outside Manhattan's State
Supreme Court in protest of the
5 t SO dollar tuition increase that
took effect this year. A hearing
was held that morning to deter-
mine whether a temporary re-
straining order should be granted
to the plaintiff to forbid the sus-
pension of any student unable to
pay the increased tuition fee. It
was the first round of court room
battle in the case of .• Marchant
-"'''''-' ----~_.-, .'...... ... .... ~..... -----
vs. Murphy."
"The increase is costing the
taxpayers and the federal govern-
ment unnecessary money," said
Garth Marchant, U.S.S. Chair-
man, before the hearing. He
went on to say that for every
dollar the tuition was increased.
it would cost the taxpayer one
dollar and twenty cents and the
federal government would be re-
quired to spend more money in
order to subsidize financial aid
programs.
In addition, the U.S.S. claims
that the increase was in violation
of the State Administrative Pro-
cedures Law, as wen as the Open
Meetings Law, which both require
students to be notified of any
change in the tuition fee. -
"We were not told that there
wou Id be an in crease until an
hour before the administrators
met to vote on the issue," said
Marchant. "After financial aid
applications had been submit-
ted," added James Bush, student
government president at New
York City Technical College.
Perhaps more importantly, the
U.S.S. also charges that the fee
hike was responsible for the in-
creased number of students who
filed complaints stating that they
were forced to register late or
take leaves of absences.
Assistant Attorney General Lil-
lian Cohen said that all but 2S of
the 198 students that had filed
complaints were currently regis-
tered and therefore, "there were
no grounds for the hearing." She
added that students had been in-
formed that there would be an in-
crease in tuition before the issue
was voted on.
Attorneys Charles Powell and
Jack Lester, lawyers representing
U.S.S.. said that students were
allowed to register on the condi-
tion that they would pay later,
but were disbarred when they
couldn't meet deadlines; there-
fore, irreparable harm had come
to those students.
Justice 'Alvin F. Klein asked
Marchant if he had not been at-
lowed to register. Marchant, re-
sponding affirmatively, said that
he was allowed to register only
as a result of his position on the
U.S.S.
Judge Klein, however, found
the list of students submitted. by
the plaintiff insubstantial and de-
nied the City University students
a temporary restraining order
(TRO).
After the hearing, attorney
Powell said that, even without
the TRQ, there still was a strong
case.
., What we need is more stu-
dent support," said Marchant,
··~e have to pack _~.courtroom
WIth CUNY st~hts so that we
can prove that not only student
leaders are concerned about the
increase."
Larry Hughes, Vice-President
of Universijy Affairs at City Col-
lege says that student participa-
tion wiII be minimal since Pell
and Tap grants are large enough
to cover the increase. But Hughes
raises the question that seems to
be on the minds of all concerned:
What will happen next year if
tuition goes up by an additional
$150 doIIars, and what will hap-
pen the year after that?
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EDITORIAL
It Shouldn't Happen Here VIEWPOINTS:
Next Deadline: Friday. October 15.
Lab Yields Positive Results
-
Happy Golden Anniversary to Us
-.-A ..
mittees within both the School of
'Liberal Arts 'and Sciences and the
School of Business and Public Ad-
ministration have proposed plans
by means of which the liberal arts
requirements can become more
focused with the aim of providing
the sort of broadbased education
that you describe for every student
graduating from Baruch College.
I am very hopeful that before the
end of the present academic year,
a new set of requirements will
have been agreed upon, so that
future generations of Baruch
students will be convinced, to
quote your editorial, that' 'there is
more value to human endeavor
than can be bought or sold."
Sincerely.
Martin. Stevens
Dean, School of Liberal Arts
and Sciences
arts and business courses. There
are, however, two concrete
changes which would enable
business students to benefit more
fully from what our very fine
liberal arts faculty can offer:
1. Students should be able to take
more business courses in their
first' two years and incorporate
more of their liberal arts
courses in the last two years.
As it is, the overwhelming ma-
jority of business students take
only introductory liberal arts
courses - and in their freshman
and 'Sophomore years. The
new minor requirement will
help this somewhat.
A major effort should be made
to relate upper level liberal arts
courses to the business major
through more and better
counseling procedures.
2. At present, a complicated and
confusing policy discourages
many business students from
taking studio art courses as
electives. Yet these are precise-
ly the courses which offer the
kinds of experiences described
in your editorial. Impediments
to business students enrolling





the study of business, and glorifies
the study of liberal arts. I have
nothing against the study of the
liberal arts, and if you wish to
study them, please- be my guest.
But who are you to lecture
business students, in a business
school, about what their elected
course of studies should be? Who
are you to claim that business
students "are not interested in the
progress of the human spirit?"
That is a rash generalization. You
appear to believe the popular
stereotype that proposes that if so-
meone studies business, they im-
Continued on next page
The following fetters were written in response t!j. the editorial "In
Defense of Liberal Arts" which appeared in the last issue of the






In my several years at Baruch
College, I have never before been
moved to write a letter to the
Editors. My reason to break this
silence is your fine editorial,
elegantly written, "In Defense of
Liberal Arts." I am delighted to
see that our newspaper is begin-
ning to address important ques-
tions of values. We need your
voice to create a consciousness in
our students of what, traditionally
and historically, has been a college
education. At Baruch, we are for-
tunate to have a first-rate faculty
in the Liberal Arts and Sciences
and the faculties of two profes-
sional schools, in Business and
Education, which have been
strongly supportive of the view-
point you express in your
editorial. Indeed, various Com-
Editor:
Your editorial" IJ:? Defense of
Liberal Arts" (September 28) was
a welcome way to start the /
academic year. It presents the
humanistic viewpoint clearly and
accurately; but it seems to me you
carne down pretty hard on
business students as only wanting
to make money. -
Yes, the liberal arts are intended
to develop the whole person
through attention to processes and
achievements of intrinsic worth;
but does that mean business
courses discourage curiosity? im-
agination? thought?
It has been my experience that
many students want to make
money as a means of making a
better life. Some of the best
students in the Art Department
are busine.ss students. Inven-
tiveness, inquisitiveness, thought-
fulness are not qualities unique to
artists and intellectuals but can be
found in many individuals in and
out of colleges and in every kind
of human enterprise.
(It is also useful to remember
that art is not always "pure". Art
objects are "marketable com-
modities" too. This is exactly
what galleries do.)
Certainly one of Baruch's at-
tractions is access to both liberal
I am writing in response to your
editorial entitled "In Defense of
Liberal Arts." I sincerely find it
hard to believe that you, as editor
of the school's most-read publica-
tion, could print such an anti-
business editorial.
Baruch is a business school.
My is it so hard for you to accept
this, and why do you look down
on students that accept this fact
and are trying to utilize Baruch's
assets to the best of their ability?
Your article mentions many











It is not uncommon for instructors to take time out from their lesson plans to step up on a
soapbox and air their views: or to make remarks not relevant to the day's lessons. Reasons
for griping vary, and the gripes mayor may not be related to Baruch. Students don't usually
mind such digressions; indeed, they welcome the charige in topic. But what should be done
when remarks made are offensive to certain students? When a professor abuses his right to
editorialize in class?
Such is the case against Marketing Professor Ronald Gatty, who allegedly made anti-
Semitic remarks in his classes. (See story p. 1) Gatty claims that the Marketing Department is
"run by Jews," a situation he deems as "outrageous," on the grounds that no single ethnic
group should be so dominant in any facet of the college's administration.
But the issue goes much deeper. Copies of memoranda from Professor Gatty to the late
Dean Samuel F. Thomas, the former Dean of the School of Business and Public Administra-
tion, and Professor Conrad Berenson, Chairperson of the Marketing Department, indicate a
long standing con fliet between Gatty and Berenson. That the matter is now being brought
out in the open can only be in the best interest of the students.
The investigating committee has a crucial role to play; one that could have far reaching im-
plications for both faculty and students alike, but even more so for the latter. The student is
entitled to receive a classroom education that is professionally prepared and executed. En-
cumberances such as in-house disputes, as the Gatty-Berenson affair, can only demean the
academic process.
The committee investigating Gatty has to take a long and serious look at the grouses of
Professor Gatty. Are they symptomatic of an inherent dislike of Jews, or are they genuinely
founded?
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The bureaucrats Tl get us if we don't watch out.
Registration may cow us-and skew our proposed course of study.
Catalogues and schedules can lie undeciphered in the back of an unused drawer.
Teachers may loom difficult and distant. Our questions may go unanswered, or they may
go unasked-because we're afraid of sounding stupid. Or, we may just be too confused to
formulate a question.
There is relief-and answers to many of those unasked questions-at the Reading and
Writing Workshop, Room 324 in the 24th Street Building. {See story, page 7.) -oJ
Obstensibly, the Lab (as it is affectionately called by habituees) is where one goes for
tutoring (individual academic help from another student). The second and arguably more
important function of the Lab is to provide a relaxed, congenial, non-threatening oasis in the
bureaucratic desert of Baruch. -
Marjorie Pena is responsible for hiring, training and supervising tutors. She brings to the
job rare compassion for students (she is yet to condescend), humor, modesty and a thorough
grounding in education. She manages to make what could be the painful exercise of taking
oneself in to have one's shortcomings made perfectly clear into the pleasure of being paid
sympathetic attention and encouraged to get down to the hard business of study.
Ms. Pena and the tutor corps and the powers-that-be that have provided this much-needed
haven for those of us who find ourselves bowled over by the business of going to college
deserve a hearty Thank You.
Stashed away in a musty old file drawer, we found an old, yellowing copy of The Ticker.
Treating the document with much more care than the current issues receive, we read and ex-
amined the 1959 issue and discovered that the 1982-83 academic year marks our 50th An-. ~
mversary.
To commemorate this event, our Arts Editor, Erin Blackwell, revamped the old banner.
The result can be seen on page one. The ticker tape machines incorporated into the banner
are a reminder of the origin of The Ticker's name. Since Baruch was solely a business school
in the beginning, the paper's founding fathers, and possibly mothers, chose that object
which epitomized the Wall Street broker.
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Many students and student
government members claim they
knew nothing of the demonstra-
tion or the lawsuit against
Chancellor Murphy and the
CUNY administration.
The University Student Senate,
which acts as the voice for all
CUNY students, has attempted to
call attention to the injustices that
might have been committed
against students, but it readily ad-
mits that without student support
it may be fighting a lost cause.
Therefore, it is up to you, the
students of City University, to
decide if this increase can go
without any feedback from those
involved. '
If so, it could mean another in-
crease in the near future.
Pamela Smith
Staff Writer
use liberal arts in the market-
place. Psychology and sociology
are foundations for consumer be-
havior and management, mathe-
matics for finance and account-
ing. foreign languages for inter-
national marketing. and so on.
We're not out just to make mon-
ey. but to find a career where we
can use our liberal arts to better
ourselves and the business world.
I f you checked the course catalog,
you would find all business ma-
jors must take 64 credits in liberal
arts in order to graduate. I feel
my business education is not
• I dehumanizing" but a splendid
focal point to use all my knowl-
edge and market it effectively in
the real world. '
Liberal Arts are fine, but the
goal of most students is not only
to be total human beings, but
total human beings with jobs.
Jay Schwartz
Business Manager
influence to motivate people to be
more business-like, more profes-
sional, so that when they enter the
real world, they are as well
prepared as possible. If you can
not perform this function, then
maybe it is you who are out of
place!
P. S. Even business students must





I was appalled when I read Erin
Blackwell's narrowminded opin-
ion of business students. Not only
were her observations extremely
biased but also unfounded.
She sta tes that students of
business are interested in one
thing only: the art of making
money. If she would only take a
look around and talk to students
going for a BBA, she would find
that we are humans, who enjoy
the same literate pastimes as lib-
eral arts majors. We enjoy op-
eras, plays. and yes, even philos-
ophy. It's true our primary inter-
ests may lie in marketing. finance
or accounting, so we don't have
as much free time to cultivate
ourselves on a curricular level.
but yet we learn and enjoy our
interests on our own time.
Another point I may bring up
is that business students take
courses that teach them how to
Continued from page 2
mediately lose the ability to sense
human suffering, or feel emotion.
This stereotype, like all
stereotypes, is not necessarily
true, and should not be given sup-
port or propagated.
Your editorial expresses a
negative attitude about business
that is surely out of place. Accept
fact as fact, that this is a business
school and try to acclimate
yourself to this fact. You should
have a more constructive attitude,










To Fight Tuition Hike
Dear Editor:
, Less than thirty City University,
students participated in a
demonstration against the recent
tuition hike. Is this any indication
that students don't care that the
once tuition-free system now costs
over one thousand dollars (not in-
cluding book and transportation
expenses)'? Sure one grand is
much less than one might pay at
another higher educational facili-
ty, but it should be pointed out
that the CUNY administrators
may' have violated the rights of
students as well as certain state
laws when they elected to increase
the tuition $150.
It was disappointing to see that
not one Baruch college student
was among the protestors that
picketed outside State Supreme
Court that Friday morning.
'.
the Democrats for the unpalata-
ble state of the nation, _alluding
many times to the "ineptitude"
of his predecessor, Jimmy Carter;
he blamed the Congress, with its
political delays on budget legisla-
tion for aggravating the economy.
In short, he implicated everyone
for the regressive economy ...
everyone, that is, except himself
and his staff.
When asked pointedly by one
correspondent during the confer-
ence whether any of the blame
for the recession belonged to
him, the President replied curtly,
"Yes. because for many years I
~o~~i~l}f}c! o~ P'!-8l! _8. _
most elegant discotheques. we
were greeted by a group of Ba-
ruchians. They explained that
one of the hockey players, prob-
ably under the influence of Ba-
cardi Rum, took the room key of
one of our female friends.
Immediately, we started a
"manhunt" and were joined in
our endeavor by some members
of the hockey team. We did a
room by room search, but the fel-
low was nowhere to be found.
We played house detectives, and
finally the key was found. No
harm was done.
We started to make the neces-
sary arrangements for our return
to New York. We were all sad to
go, but satisfied, for we did so
much in so Iitt)e time. Good bye,
Puerto Rico, and as soon as we
earn enough greenback, we'll do
it all again!
eign steel.
A further analysis of the steel
industry shows that foreign com-
petitors are either subsidized or
wholly-owned by their respective
governments .. and therefore, un-
dersell American steel companies
which receive no such SUbsidies.
The next problem we must look
at to understand why recovery is
taking so long is consumption.
This can be directly linked to
government budget cuts and
higher taxes. The less money you
have. the less you'll spend, plus
if you see co-workers getting laid
off you will be less likely to buy
that car or that new color TV set.
There is an obvious cycle here.
High unemployment = Decrease
in consumption = Decrease in
production = High unemploy-
ment. A simplified model. bu t
basically true. The only compo-
nent missing to offset this defla-
tionary spiral is an infusion of
federal funds into the system.
With our budget deficit slowly
reaching $200 billion. it is unlike-
ly our government will interfere
with the current trend. The re-
sult: until the government does
more than predict next quarter's
recovery, we can expect the re-
cession to continue.
and decided to resolve the prob-
lem at the precinct. When the
driver of the Datsun came back
with his license, we proceeded.
We went to the precinct and wait-
ed outside. The problem was
soon resolved, and after the re-
lease of our friends, we wisely
went straight to our hotel and
slept.
The morning after business. or
should I say pleasure, was as
usual. We spent the day doing all
the things tourists are known for.
The big event of that evening
was the Cooney-Holmes fight,
and it was free! Also, the Nation-
al Hockey team of Trinidad and
Tobago had arrived earlier that
day, and was booked in our hotel.
We socialized with them, and
they were all right in our book.
However~ returning from The
Flying Saucer, one of the world's
often as a' predictor of the
economic trend, especially by the
White House.
However, I see one major flaw
in the White House's prediction.
True, interest rates have fallen,
leading to an easing of credit.
But mortgages are based on cer-
tificates of deposit, which are still
pending, some at interest rates
as high as 15-180/0. This is why
mortgages have not fallen at the
same rate as the prime rate and
other rates. Housing starts, could
ha ve increased beca use of de-
pressed land values, a direct ef-
fect of a prolonged recession.
People with money are investing
in housing for tax purposes. This
means that if you have cash avail-
able, one good investment now is
land at depressed prices, be-cause
the value will eventually rise.
These investors are not affected
by the mortgage rate.
More problems can be seen by
investigating production compo-
nents, which are sharply down
over last year; chiefly automo-
biles, and steel. In these two re-
lated industries, we find a multi-
plier effect. A small drop in car
sales generally results in a much
largt'r drop in steel production as
auto makers cancel steel orders
and sometimes buy cheaper for-
fore ...and all the things that are
not resolved now started long be-
fore we got here... "
What is it with this dude, man?
Who does our leader think he is
that makes him so infallible. that
makes him feel that he can go
before the public and utter uncor-
roborated facts with impunity?
The man must think he is in the
movies or something, protected
,by the perennial halo of the fea-
tured star!
In his first news conference
held in two months, President
Reagan sought to defend his eco-
nomic meas ures in the face of the
continuing recession. He blamed
By Wendell Faria
So the President has spoken;
so the chief executive is at it once
again. swinging lefts and rights
at the Democratic punching bag
while vociferously proclaiming
his innocence to the many defi-
ciencies that prevail in our econo-
my today. "I have brought this
nation back from the brink of dis-
aster," the President asserted in
his news conference of Septem-
ber 28th before a national audi-
ence. "The things that have been
accomplished by this Administra-
tion were not accomplished be-
By Jay Schwartz
We keep hearing reports that
the recession will end "soon."
But how far off is recovery? The "
President' constantly predicts a
speedy recovery "to begin in the
next quarter," but as soon-as
that quarter begins, the optimism
gets held back to the quarter af-
ter that one.
Right now current predictions
say the recession will wane by
the third quarter of 1983, and full
recovery won't take place until at
least 1984. But why? President
Reagan said unemployment is
under control, but then why is
10% of the work force not work-
ing?
The best way to understand
this is to look at leading economic
indicators and their components.
The indicators fell last month al-
mos t 1 % te lling us recovery is
still way off. The 1984 prediction
is based on the rates of these
indicators and regressive analy-
SIS.
Currently, housing starts are
up over last year. This is one of
the strongest components 'of eco-
momic forecasting. Because of
construction jobs and related
fields, housing starts are used
By Erick Alexander·
We were travelling in a convoy
, comprised of three cars and a
van. The van was leading the
way, when its driver made a right
turn from the left lane. The van's
driver had given ample warning
of his intentions to the motorists
to his right, but the driver of a
Datsun chose to ignore it. And
BANG! Accidente.
Before a settlement could be
reached between the parties in-
volved, a policeman ordered us
not to move the cars. While we
were waiting, the driver of the
Datsun hailed a taxi and went
home to pick up his license. Po-
lice cars were passing up and
down the avenue, but when we
pulled one over, we were told to
wait for a special car.
Finally, two officers showed up
PROGRESSIVE PROSPECTIVES:
President Reagan Passes the Buck
BUSINESS BITS:
Economic Recovery is Not AroUnd theCorner
..
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This calculatorthinks business. -
TheTI Student BusinessAnalyst,
Presented by: Baruch Chapter AMA
and Advertising Society
1982 Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee. Wisconsin
Date: OCtober 21
Time: Club Hours, 12:35-2:40




A multi-Image presentation of the marketing and advertising strategies that have catapulted
Miller Brewing Company from seventh place in the beer industry to second place today. This
entertaining program is free and open to the public
of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Anal"'lst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business. ~




It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part
If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical funetions- the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortiza-
tions and balloon payments.
ELVIS RISES FROM THE GRAVE
THE MilKING OF II /)OCUMENTIIRY
A NEW VIDEO WORK FROM THE BARUCH COLLEGE TV STUDIO








WORLD PREMIERE- - - --- - - - - - - --- - -----.--
Thursday. October '21,1982, 12:30 PM
Baruch College TV Studio~ Room 111
155 East 24th Street, New York, N.Y.
MADE POSSIBLE BY A GRANT FROM THE BARUCH COLLEGE QUALITY OF LIFE FUND
.....--
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NEWS
New Dean of Business School
Hopes to Spark Student Pride
Dean Connelly: '"I'm a fan of Baru~h."
By Susan CuccineUo
Moving from his role as Acting
Dean of the School of Business
and Public Administration. Fran-
cis J. Connelly has taken on the
full responsibilities of the former
Dean. Samuel Thomas. Connelly
was officially appointed at the be-
ginning of this semester.
Prior to this appointment in the
Business School, Connelly served
as Assistan t to the Vice President
of Administrative Affairs. David
Green. "I liked it over there."
-sa id Connelly. referring to the
Vice-President's 24th Street of-
fice. When a search committee
was formed to fill the dean's po-
sition. Connelly did not apply un-
. til very late and was. ultimately,
given the position.
.. l' m a fa 11 of Baruch ... says
Connelly. "I think this is a very
good college. Sometimes. when
I'm in the (26th Street) cafeteria,
I listen to students and it seems
that some of them are not excited
about being here."
Connelly does not feel this
should be the case.. "Our faculty.
is good and geting better, and
our students are good and getting
better, .. he says. and would like
to see this reflected in students'
attitudes toward Baruch. '
"Take a look at the Helpline
staff." says Connelly. "I would
like all students to be as enthu-
siastic (about Baruch) as they
are." Although not directly in-
volved with Helpline, Connelly
has had several opportunities to
work with them and watch them
work. "They are my model," he
says.
Connelly and Associate Dean
Ronald Aaron are arranging in-
formal meetings with various stu-
dent groups. Connelly feels that
such meetings will give him the,
chance to hear student opinions
and to answer any questions they
might have. "Students have a big
stake in this school, ,. he says.
.. and their opinions are impor-
tant. ..
The meetings are necessary.
Connelly feels. since his position
isolates him from students. The
only students he sees are the few
who come to his office.
As a former administrator.
Connelly has affected many more
students indirectly than directly.
8ne project that he helped begin
ftSur years ago is the Continuing
Education Program. with which
he is still involved. Connelly feels
that the program. in which ap-
proximately 2.000 adults are en-
rolled, is a lucrative way to use
spare resources.
.. No Co.ptinuing Ed courses
take priority over degree
courses," says Connelly. "Con·-
~ing Ed does not hurt the de-
gree programs." lri fact. accord-
ing to Connelly. money generated
by Continuing Ed has been chan-
neled into the 24th Street Com-
puter Center. the Tutoring Pro-
gram. and will be used in the
renovation of the 26th Street Sta-
tistics lab. all of which are facili-
ties used by all Baruch students.'
The transition from Adminis-
strative Affairs to the Dean's of:. .
fice is one to which Connelly is
growing more accustomed. Now
that he is the official dean. Con-
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poetry' as they analyze various
.. concepts_which appear distorted
-------------- in the American translations.
For example, Dr. Bettdbeim ex-
plained that'for Freud,' the word
"soul" was a metaphor meaning
the essence of. man's innermost
being. But "when translated into
English, the German word for
"soul" becomes "mind", a word
that carries a totally different con-
notation,
Another point made by Dr. Bet-
telheim was that Americans tend
to take Freud's concepts of life
and death out of .context and in-
corporate them into their own
view that death is the end of life
and has nothing to do -with living.
But for Freud, .life and death are
inseperable and are experienced
constantly in various forms
throughout a persons existence.',- -
Globus Lecturer Claims"
Freud's Work and Theory
Are Lost in TranslanoJl:
".." ;".:.- ,,", '" ..'~"":"' ;.:....... -
Dr. Bruno Bettellteim, noted
author and pioneer in the treat-
ment of autistic children, claims
that because of errors in transla-
tion, the works of Sigmund Freud
come across as being' "extremely
'cold and clinical."
Speaking in the faculty lounge
on September 30th as part of the
Jane Globus Series of lectures,
, 'Dr. Bettelheim went on to say that
.on the contrary, Freud was a sen-
sitive humanist whose works have
been sanitized to make them more
palatable to the American public.
Saying he could "do no more
than scratch the surface,
Bettelheim went on to explain that
when read in the original German,
Freud's works "comes close to
Helpline's office is Room 518
of the 26th Street building, and
their phone number is 725-4177.
A If problems are kept in strict
confidenee. Students interested in
volunteering can phone or visit the
Office for further information.
job to· make them see how
" resourceful they can be."
Another Helpline veteran,
Shar-on Small, explained that she
originally joined Helpline because
she was interested in people. "It
feels good knowing that you've
helped someone figure out a solu-
tion to a problem" she said. "It
also makes you realize that your
problems might not be as bad as
you 'thought they were and that
there are plenty of other people
out there with similar- ones."
HeipUae ooordioator Joe Duggan speaks to students in workshop.
York Times and The Village
Voice and have been very suc-
cessful in placing students."
Helpline also caters to the needs
of transfer students, and will assist
such students with problems con-
cerning the transferring of credits,
what courses to take and other
problems faced by these students.
A collection of pamplets and
booklets on health are available
for student use.
Senior John Preston has been a
Helpline member for the past two
semesters, and considers Helpline
a vital part of his student -life.
'COne thing that is important to
understand about Helpline is that
we are here to help people solve
their problems," he said. "At the
same time, we cannot take respon-
sibility away from them. It's our
By Dawn Rodriguez
If the pressures of college life
seem too hard to handle," if you
need information but have
nowhere to turn, or if you just
need someone to talk to, you
should know there is a student-run
service which may provide you
with the answers.
Helpline was established in 1975
by Mr. Joe Duggan and members
of the Student Personnel Services
Unit. When cut-backs in city fun-
ding resulted in a smaller profes-
sional staff, Helpline was organiz-
ed to assist students with any pro-
blems they might have.
"Since its beginning, Helpline
has grown rapidly from a
volunteer group of about ten
students to a group of over 70
students per semester," said Dug-
gan, Coordinator of Helpline.
An eight-week training pro-
gram, beginning in or around the
second week of each semester, is
required of all student volunteers.
The training program gives the
students a chance to act out dif-
ferent situations which they may
encounter while on duty in the
helpline office. "Our goal is to
try to build up their listening
skills, " explains Duggan.
Aside from offering counseling
services, Helpline has expanded to
include an apartment referral ser-
vice as well. uWe help students
who are looking for someone to
share the expenses of renting an
apartment," says Duggan. "We
place ads in the Sunday New
TE-----7~ - .. - cct*n"'·- 'u







Sunday, 10/17 8 p.m,
* SUTTONS *
York Ave. & 83rd
First 20 get in FREE























For more Info: 260-0570
Last Chance For Practice
Test MATH Workshops!
STYLING-HAIRPIECES
. FULL SE RVICE
We offer ·the best In StyUng, Cutting and
Bea.rdTrlmmlng.
We also speclaDze In Hair Replacement,
(Done In Strict Confidence)
LOCATED AT:
161 E. 23rd Street
Between Lexington & 3rd Avenue (Just off
Tllird Avenue)
• Practice and review questions
based on recent actual exams.
• Learn strategies for data sufficiency'
and quantitative comparison questions.
TAKING THE OCT.
.GMAT OR GRE EXAM?
Be Prepared!To register call




College costs are high enough Without adding
the cost of eating out 100! Now you can afford
Lunch or Dinner at one of NY's Finest
Restaurants. From Burgers to Fresh Fish to
Aged Steaks only $4.95 to $9.50. Casual dress in
an elegant atmosphere.
17 ST. and 3 AVE NYC· Tel:A73-1767
SEMEN will be used for artificial inseminarion
for couples who cannot have ~hildren
due to male infertility.
All donor types are needed.
Donors will be fuDy screened and tested.
Accepted Donors are PAID·
NOW AVAILABLE'IN THE. LIBRARY
"Multinational Corporations & Developing
Countries A Selected Biography"
> . Compiled By Stefan Harrow
You can get a free copy at~ the. reference desk
. at the 24th St. Lib'rarv
Fellowships and other financial aid information
available if eligible.
classic to the contemporary. And
choose the ring and custom options
that most eloquently express you.
Now is your time to get what you
deserve. And remember-nothing
else feels like real gold.
You're ready! For the biggest and
the best that life has to offer. And for
the college ring that will speak vol-
umes about you-and your achieve-
men1s-for years to come.
What's more-you can afford it!
Because now, for a limited time you
can order from the entire ArtCarved
collection of 14K gold college rings
and save $25. Come and see the
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For more inform'ation. contact:
Dean of Students' Office
Dr. Hank Wilson, Dean









Wednesday, Ocfober.. 13 3:30 - 7:30 P.M.
Thursday, October 14 11 :00 A.M.-4:00
Room 114' - 24th Street
Deposit Required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted. c 1982 ArtCarved Class Rings. Inc
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Free legal aid is now available
for students 'on Wednesdays and
Thursdays from 12:30 to 3:00, in
the Student Government Office,
Room 409 of the Student Center.
Mr. Jack Lester and Mr. Bennett
Dresslar will provide the service,
which is paid for by Day Session
Student Government.
Since 1977, "Lester has been
Counsel to the Legal Services Of-
fice of the State University of New
York at Albany, in addition to be-
ing Coordinator and Director of
the Legal Services Office. In
1979, he was appointed Counsel
to the Student Senate of the State
University of New York at Pur-
chase, and Counsel to the New
York Public Interest Research
Group (NYPIRG). Since 1980, he
has been Counsel to the University
Student Senateofthe City Univer-
sity. Dresslar, his associate,
resides in Queens Q and attended
Rutgers Law School.
Lester and Dresslar will try to
help students with any problems
they may have, whether it be a
consumer dispute, landlord-
tenant dispute, denial of constitu-
tional rights, or pre-trial ap-
pearances and proceedings re-
quired to facilitate the student's
speedy exit from the criminal
. justice system.' Ifa·caseneeds·tbe
attention of a courtroom, that ser-
vice will also be provided free.
"We are here; we are
available," said Lester. "We
need to publicize that, and if
(students) have any problems,
they should stop in and use our
service." Lester would like the
service to be established on a per-
manent basis.
Lester feels that some students
will not seek legal help because
they are embarrassed by the
nature of their problem. All pro-
blems, Lester stresses, are kept in
strict confidence.
~.
used for skills, and supplementa-
ry course materials."
McDermott also said that he
would like to see a "more positive
relationship between the business
and liberal arts curriculum.
"Students in business should
have a broader and deeper liberal
arts education," he said. "Stu-
dents in the liberal arts, in turn,
could benefit from the expertise
offered in the business school."
McDermott foresees an oppor-
tunity for all graduates to have
some computer literacy, noting
that this might happen when the
Computer Department expands
and creates a situation where
computers will cost less to oper-
ate.
With such plans on the agenda,
McDermott is out to prove that
changes can be made if the prop-
er initiative is put forward.
"I have a confirmed belief that
a person in administration who
knows and cares about students
can do something when working
for institutional change." he said.
"This something," he contin-
ued.. ,can only be done by patient
observation and a thorough grasp
of all complexities and limitations
of an institution of higher learn-
ing.
•••
are quickly filled. Also, students
often wait until the last minute to
come for help.
To combat this, Ms. Pena has
invented an advertising slogan
which students should keep in
mind: Be smart now, not sorry
'later. Sign up for Tutoring! "It's
the smart student who knows
when to get more input," says
Ms. Pena.
,
Reading and Writing Workshops
Room 342, 24th St.
Mon. to Fri. - JOa.m. to 6p.m.
Math Lab, Room 343, 24th Sr.
Mon. - 9a.m. to 6p.m.; Tues., Wed.
Thurs. - 9a.m. /0 Bp.m.,










Assistant to the Dean, Dr. Karl Kirschner.
spectives that complement his
own. "
McDermott is presently work-
ing with Martin Stevens, Dean of
the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, on grant proposals for
substantial improvements in Ba-
ruch's facilities.
"I would like to see a Learn-
ing Center established," McDer-
. mott explains. ,. Such a center
would contain a variety of audio-
visual learning resources, using
films and tapes which could be
SEEK and non-SEEK students.
Ms. Pena adv-ises students en-
rolled in courses such as remedial
Math or Stat 1015 to make an ap-
pointment with a tutor on a regu-
lar basis. The tutoring program's
main purpose, she explains, is to
help- students help themselves.
••It's a growth process and not
something you turn to when in
desperate trouble," says Ms.
Pena , ,. Two heads are better
than one and four heads are bet-
ter than two," states Ms. Pena.
Minor Problems
One of the main problems. ac-
Helping Yourself cording to Ms. Pena, is the lack
Tutoring is available. for both ... of space, _Chairs are scarce and
World Religion." to the curricu-
lum. In addition to these accom-
pIishments, he is also editor and
co-author of many books, includ-
ing Focus all Hinduism and The
Spirit ofModem India.
When asked how his accom-
plishments tie in with being As-
sistant Provost, Mcfrerrnott an-
swered, "I'm a professor of Phi-
losophy and Religion and (the
Provost) is an economist. I feel
that 1 represent ideas and per-
swers."
The community groups are
comprised of one or two faculty
members and administrators, six
to eight students, and one alum-
nus who is host for the evening
and provides dinner for the
guests. Funding for the program
is provided through the Quality
of Life Program.
..We try to keep an academi- -
cally balanced ra tio of stu dent
and participants," said Dr.
Kirschner, who notifies faculty
and alumni members by mail and
selects the alumni volunteers.
Those interested in joining the
community groups should contact
Dr. Kirschner at his office, Room
1750 of the 360 Park Avenue
South building, or complete, one
of the forms which will soon be
distributed in clubs and In
freshmen seminars.
abou t students.
"Tutors will stay late to help
students," says Ms. Pena. "This
says something about the kind of
people that work here."
Currently, about 270-280 stu-
dents are enrolled in the Reading
and Writing Workshops, which
help students with English,
French, Spanish, psychology, po-
litical science, sociology' and his-
tory, and prepare students for the
required Writing Assessment
Test. The Ma th Lab helps s tu-
dents on all levels of study.
New Ideas from the New Assistant Provost
By Lisa 'Rhodes
Community Discussion Groups,
a program affiliated with the De-
partment of Student Personnel
Services, are now being sched-
uled. Conceived three years ago
by Dean of Students Henry Wil-
son, the purpose of the groups is
to provide an opportunity for stu-
dents, faculty, alumni, and
members of the administration to
meet informally and discuss is-
sues relating to Baruch and those
of general interest.
"Our main goal is to provide a
setting where free-flowing discus-
sions can take place," said Dr.
Carl Kirschner, Assistant to the
Dean, and current coordinator of
the groups. "If possible, we also
hope to. tackle issues which relate
directly to Baruch students and
perhaps come up with some an-
By Pat Valdes
,. Tutors are wonderful peo-
pIe," says Marjorie Pena, Tutori-
al Coordinator of the Reading and
Writing Workshop and the Math
Lab. "This year, the increase in
funding from the Baruch Endow-
ment Fund has enabled us to in-
crease the number of tutors,"
she added.
With this increase in funding,
well over 50 tutors have been
hired. "These are tutors who
have rnastered how to be a Ba-
ruch student," says Ms. Pena ,
Tutors are trained for their jobs
she says and. furthermore, .c,are
Discussion Groups Allow Students and Faculty
To Socialize in Off-CttIDPUS, Informal Setting
By John A. Gavin
The position of Assistant Pro-
vost was recen tIy filled by Profes-
sor Robert A. McDermott. Mc-
Dermott has been a professor of
Philosophy and Religion at Ba-
ruch sinceJ 971. From 1973 to
1975, he served as Chairperson
of the Philosophy Department.
The duties of an Assistant Pro-
vost. according to McDermott,
include overseeing the computer
program, the compensatory edu-
cation program, student person-
nel and the Grants Office. In ad-
dition, McDermott will also assist
the Provost, Phillip Austin, who
has the responsibility of making
policy decisions imrned iately
~ under the College President.
• 'I act as a trouble-shooter. and
adjutant. "<Mclrcrmott said in ex-
plaining his function. "I help iron
out problems and bring back to
the Provost some type of an y-
count of what is being done."
In 1982. McDermott received
an award. from Baruch College
President Joel Segall, fot excel-
len ce in teaching. He was also
responsible, when he was an in-
structor. for the introduction of
the course, "lntroduction to
-,
..- ~_. -p _d.? -
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... a timeless symbol ofyour achievements.
See our 'complete selection of rings atyour bookstore.
Progressive Prospectives
Continued from page3, month of Carter's regime. He cit-
Dproving economy under. his guid- ed GNP data that were at vari-
ance. In conclusion on this mat- ance with Commerce Depart-
er, he said. bumblingly, "But I ment's figures. He spoke oflower
think we are in-you could call it interest rates since his inaugura-
a curve or at the corner. going tion but failed to mention that,
around the corner or curve by the rates are stilfhigh enough to
every indice-the evidence that continue' to depress purchasing
we are-that we are progressing and investment. He spoke about
and on our way out of this (reces- favorable inflationary figures, but
;sion) ... "-thereby revealing not within the proper context of
the uncertainty of his feelings on the economy as a whole. .
the success of his policies. The sign of an entity in desper-
When asked about unemploy- ation is its clutching at straws
ment, President Reagan cited and its coughing up of specious
statistical data 'that were sharply justification for its many short-
at odds with Department of Labor comings and failures. Unless Mr.
figures. He said that the rise in Reagan considered himself ac-
the unemployment rate in the last countable for the present un-
six months of the Carter Admin- wholesome state of the economy
istration "was just about as great and. by so doing, desist from
as it has been any time since." pointing an. accusatory finger at
Department of Labor reports every other contiguous organiza-
show that this rate had declined tion, then this nation will not see
slightly at the end of 1980. falling ever the makings of a recovery
from 7.8 percent in July to 7.3 under his current uninspiring
percent in December. the last full leadership.
~'~~~'.
Take this ad ••. please!
There won~t he
any Renny,
and that~~ it for Kitt,
The October 30 Perfonnance
has been cancelled
FRE LEGAL COUNSULTATION
The Baruch College Student Government, its
continuing effort to fnUfiU its pledge of providing
services and responding to the pressing needs of the
Baruch Students, is providing the following service.
Jack Lester. lawyer of the University Student
Senate, will be available every Wednesday and
Thursday from 12:30 to 3:00 p.m, for free legal
advice and consultation.
He will help you with any problems or ques-
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Student Financial Aid Check Distribution Calendar
Fall 1982 Semester
(Dates Subject to Change)
DESCRIPTION OF AID CHECK P:ICK-UP DATE
,.
NDSL SEEK Stipend and OfS A - L (Hon.) 10/18
H - Z (Tues. ) 10/19
BEOG s CWS
A - E (Hon.) 11/8
F - L (Tues.) 11/9
H - R (Wed.) 11/10
Closed Thurs. 11/11 Ve~eran's Day
S - Z (Frj'. J 11/12
SEEK Stipend and CWS A - L (Mon.) 11/29
H- Z {Tues. } 11/30
SEEK Stipend, BHBG, SECX;, A - L (Thurs. ) 12/16
and CWS M - Z (Fri. ) 12/17
CWS A - Z (Tues ..J 1/4. ,
"
"CWS A - Z (!fon. ) 1/24
CHECK PICK-UP INSTRUCTIONS
Checks are dis~ributed in Room 109* - 155 East 24th Street - beginning at
8 a .m.' and closing at 4 p.m. on check pick-up dates shown above.. At all other
times, checks may be picked up Monday, Tuesday and Weanesday bet'ween the hours
of 10 a.m~ and 3 p.m.









For further information, see circle K members
in Room 406 of the Student Center or in
Room 1718 of 360 PAS during Club Hours,
or see Dorothy at the




Nights and or Weekends
CLOSED THURSDAY AND FIRDAY on dates other than shown above. Checks will' be
issued ONLY to students ~ho present both stu~ent I.D. cards and validated
bursar receipts. Student I.D. cards will be made at re~istration for those
who need themi Cit other times in the Security office Room 102, 155 E. 24 St.
Checks not picked up within two weeks after the distribution date will be re-
turned to the Board of Higher Education. '
, 1
IN ACCORDANCE ffI'lW. CITY UNIVERSITY FINANCIAL AID 'POLICY, STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT
PICKED UP TftiO (2) CONSECUTIVE CHECKS WILL HAVE THEIR ~ TERMINATED.




































Sign 'up in Room 307A, 23rd St. Building
Sunday, October 24
Leave 46 E. 26th St. at 10, return by 5 P.M.
$7 Charge for bus and Museum admission
To Sing up, call 725-4419
Exams can be taken at either time. Students will not be notified by mail.
The MAKE-UP and VALIDATION EXAMS in the Department of Marketing
will take place on Wednesday, October 20, 1982.
Students must make their application with the Curricular Guidance Office or
the Granduate Office before October 8th'in order to be eligible to take this ex-
am.
After a lO-year lapse, the Art Society has been revived.
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Become a Truman Scholar'" <,
THE SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Harry S. Truman Scholarships, which honor
the thirty-third President of the United States,
are awarded on the basis of merit to students
who will be college juniors in the forthcoming
academic year and who have an outstanding
potential for leadership in any phase of
government. Each scholarship covers eligible
expenses of tuition, fees, books, and room
and board, to a maximum of $5,000 annually
for up to four years.
HOW TO APPLY
Colleges and universities nominate students
for Truman Scholarships. Obtain information
from the Truman Scholarship Faculty




To be considered for nomination, a student
must:
• be a sophomore pursui ng a bachelor's
degree on a full-time basis. A student ina
two-year college who plans to transfer to a
baccalaureate program may be nominated.
• have an average of at least B and be in the
upper fourth of his or her class.
• be a U.S. citizen or a U.S. national.
• have selected a major that will permit
admission to a graduate program leading to
a career in government.
• have a demonstrated interest in a career in
government at the federal, state, or local
level.
• be nominated by his or her college or
university on the official nominating
materials provided by the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship Foundation.
SELECTION
Applicants will be judged on their submitted
credentials. Semifinalists will be personally
interviewed by Regional Review Panels.
SPONSOR
The Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation,
712 Jackson Place NW, Washington, DC
20006.
Eligible students should contact:
Dr. Florence Siegel
Room 1702, 360 Park Avenue South
*-------------------------------~------~:---
Official nominations must be submitted
postmarked on or before December 1.
o ..., _ _ _._ _ • _ • •. - - -.- - • _. .. -- ~ .- . , -. .
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East 4th Street, just off the
Bowery. What could be a better
location for Music Live, an uplift-
ing political rock musical that
cries out against poverty, nuclear
proliferation, racism, and the
Reagan economic plan.
Directed and written for the
most part by John Amato,
Music Live jumps out and
grabs you, shakes you up and
makes you aware of the vital
issues that concern the future of
all mankind.
The show derives its energy
from the nearly 40 musicians and
vocalists who are onstage at all
times. The set-up includes tWQ
drummers, two bassists, a pair of
keyboards, a guitar quartet,
bongos, and a complete horn sec-
tion. The versatile cast trades its
instruments after each song, giv-
ing everyone a chance to come up
front and be heard.
The lyrics are simple and di-
rect-you won't find any Strum-
mer/Jones metaphors here. And
the company is not afraid to point
its fingers at those it holds respon-
sible for the world's woes. In a
song called The Banks, bankers
accused of owning everything
from the small businessman to the
various governments, including
the U.S.A. "It's a fact the world
is owned by you,'~ they sing,
"Thank you, Mr. Banker."
Another song entitled Paul and
Mary tells the tale of an electric
plant worker who discovers that
the plant is actually manufactur-
ing plutonium. He is deeply
disturbed by this, and when one of
his friends dies from radiation
poisoning, the worker goes off to
join an anti-nuke group. And in
We Got One, a picture is painted
of a third world country that has
no food, railroads, highways, or
homes, but-has something to keep
them from ". . . the outside threat
... We got a bomb from the
U.S.A. "
Although -the musicianship is
sloppy at times, there is a raw
energy to be found in Music Live
that conveys its 'message
well. According to John "Amato
and Joe Hudson, one of the many
versatile musicians in the group,
"People don't have enough infor-
mation about important Issues
that are taking . place around
them." The group's . goal is to
educate enough" people unrtl a
time comes when those in power
cannot ignore the" voice of the
uncommon man.
Music Live is a production
of the 4th Wall Repertory Com-
pany, which also during the week
put on such plays as Freedom
Ain't No Bowl of Cherries and
Captain "Boogie and the Kids
From Mars-: Music Live can be
-
seen every Tuesday and Sunday,
7:30 PM at The Truck" and-
Warehouse Theater 79 E. 4th
Street. Tickets are $3. On Tues-
day nights you are invited to bring
down your instruments and jam
on with the company.
DISCO
TRIVIA
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Deutschland.
German rock has been a
popular import with record collec-
tors and sear.chers for the obscure
for a number or' years. The first
concerted effort by an American
company to release some in this
country comes with Cachalot's
Deutschland, a fifteen-track
survey of the best _0 f the neue
- .
deutsche WeI/e. In any compila-
tion, some cuts work, others
don't- a goodly portion of these
do. If you don't speak German,
don't-a goodly portion of t~ese
Die Doraus un die Marinas stick
in your brain, so catchy that you
carry them around subliminally,
sans comprehension. My faves in-
clude: Palais Schaumberg's Wir
bauen eine neue Stadt (We build a
new town), best described as
quirk-funk; Der Plan's Da vorne
steht ne Ampel (Over there stands
a traffic light), which wryly pokes
fun at Germans' tendency to stop
at a traffic light when no one else
IS commg; and Die Krupps'
Wahre Arbeit, wahrer Lohn (Real
work, real pay), a driving funk
tune with a bottom fat enough to
ride on. Best of all is the cover
itself, worth the price of the
album; the record inside.is a good
introduction to those unaware of
what's going- on across the water.
By Paul Golden
~
Music and Rhythm contains 21 While there is a growing
tracks, roughly half of which are awareness in Americans of the
by well-established Westemartists new wave of German cinema-
Compi lation (collection) (Gabriel, Pete Townshend, The Fassbinder, Schlorndorf', Herzog,
albums have a special place in the Beat, David Byrne, Mighty Spar- and Wenders-many of us think
music industry, serving the needs row, and X'FC). The. other half is Germany incapable of producing
of both consumer and record a musical tour of the British Em- anything more than oom-pah-pah
company in many ways. In addi- pire, with ~Africa, the Caribbean, or lieder when it comes to music.
tion to So and So's Greatest Hits, the Middle East and Hindustan Until fairly recently, there was on-
20 Now Sounds and Yesterday's represented. ly schlagers and poor imita..JtSns of
Golden Oldies, compilation While the ehtire album works American or English pop on the
albums allow the manufacturer to unusually -well as a coherent German-language market. By way
introduce the new or alien to the package, there is something of circumnavigation (which I'll
American record-buying public disorienting, almost - alarming in explain later) Germany IS ex-
without demanding six or seven the Westerners' choice to reject periencing a neue deutsche Welle,
dollars for a single obscure established First World musical a resurgence of popular pride and
artist's album, sound unheard. conventions, going native, as if confidence that German youth
The consumer may purchase a col- were, while the Third World musi- can _produce worthwhile pop
lection of a particular genre and, dans continue in their traditions. mUSIC 10 their native tongue.
after listening to various and sun- If we accept the white liberal Germany has always been an ar-
dry artists, pursue what interests premise, the results become en- dent admirer of rock music. Bill
him, and disregard what doesn't. joyable nonetheless. Some con- Haley and the Comets created
The company dispenses with the ceits fall miserably flat, especially riots there in the 50s and the
prohibitive cost of individually Peter Hammill's pretentious Beatles got their start in Hamburg
marketing each (often unknown) Ritual Mask. Others are ad- in the early 60s. Never producing
artist. mirable, such as German anything comparable to the
Of the hundreds of these synthesizer-wiz Holger Czukay's Anglos on a world-wide basis,
albums released annually, two of mesh of European avant-garde Germany spawned the immensely
the more intriguing are: Music" aural landscape with an unknown influential Kraftwerk, whose
and Rhythm: a benefit double l.p. Iranian imam's" prayer-wails 10 Autobahn and Trans-Europe Ex-
for a world of music, arts, and Persian Love. Jamaican trom- press were the forerunners of to-
dance (PVC/Jem 201), and bonist Rico's What You Talkin' day's surge of synthesizer-
Deutschland: a compilation of Bout is a pert and brassy reggae oriented groups-the Human
"new " German musik (Das ditty with Special's organ effects League, O.M.D., Soft Cell, et ale
Buro/Cachalot: distributed by from Jerry Dammers. While not Expr.ess has re-emerged, phoenix-
Jem). entirely JAH music, it is fairly in- like, in the form of the backing
If anything good was to come dicative of SO's style Brit-reggae, track for Afrika Bambaata's
out of the British raj and im-. as is The (English) Beat's skank- Planet Rock. The synthesizer"
perialism, Music and Rhythm is its ing dub remix of Mirror In The stuff made its way across the
documentation, a sampler of . Bathroom from their first album. North Sea to England, where it
every musical culture that the Despite -psuedo-africana from took its place in that country's
English ever stumbled onto and the white tribe, there is plenty for new wave. Souped-up and retool-
brought home with them. Con- the armchair musical voyager to ed, the synth came back to the
ceived by Peter Gabriel (ex-leader get excited about. Music and Continent and young Germans in-
of Genesis) as a companion to the Rhythm is for anyone who ever corporated it into their own new
WOMAD festival held earlier this thought there must be something wave, this time with German"
summer. .near.cBatb; _England,.-~·.-.more·thu AJnericaR·pop.··· ••. ~ r .. • tynes. Whkh·'bti"ng"s --us- . to' "' "," - - " - -
'"
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L "Adolescentes Moreau's 'Intensely Pure Vision of Love
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L'~oIescente is the second
work by screen goddess-turned-
director, Jeanne Moreau. She has
made of her cast an ensemble
wllich works with seemingly ef-
fortless -naturainess. There is no
intellectualization, over- or
under-, to their playing, but a
warm spontaneity informed by in-
telligence.
One expects Moreau to under-
stand acting; the big surprise is her
eye. A beautiful film, L'Adoles-
cente is amazing in its visual
design, which is simple, fresh
and clear. Shot in natural light,
flesh and fabrics glow. Simple
country treats like fresh cream
become treasures. Simple moves
like the passing of wine glasses
become dances. The 'interplay of
"""men with women and human be-
ings with nature is directed, not
manipulated-evoked, not paint-
ed-implicit, not imposed.
This is not the potentially cloy-
ing coming-of-age film the title
suggests, but a celebration of
earth, passion, lovers, milk,
wooden shoes, simplicity, the
moon, curiosity, magic, bicycles
and sunlight. France in 1939 is the
adolescent. Or, the world of the
film is as vivid in its intense purity
as the vision of an adolescent.
Take your pick-s-every element of
this deceptively' economic .film
works on several levels.
The frame of the story is the
summer vacation that twelve-year-
old Marie spends with her parents
at her grandmother's house in the
country. With Marie we leave
the city behind us and discover the
mysteries and pleasures of a
French countryside brimming
with natural and social sensuality.
At the center of the film are two
overlapping triangles. Marie is
enraptured with Alexandre, the
lean, dark and handsome young
doctor who drives a large, sleek
car. They walk through gorgeous
meadows together, exchanging
passionate silences. Finally, Marie
declares herself'; primed for the .
consummation of her first great
romantic episode. Alexandre
refuses her offer of love, but not
without sympathetic pangs of loss
and compassion. Marie later
discovers him to be her mother's
lover. (The mother, Eva, is Dutch,
and Alexandre is the solitary Jew,
which will encourage some to read
the film as a political as well as
romantic fable.) When Eva's hus-
band, Jean, returns to the village
from an out-of-town harvest,
Marie reconciles her parents with
a love potion brewed for the occa-
sion by the town Witch. Jean;
discovers, accepts, and forgives
his wife's infidelity.
This is a woman's film of great
educational value to men who
want to know how women wish
they'd behave. First, be hand-
some, passionate and sexy. Next,
be loyal, sensitive and vulnerable.
Lastly, be forgiving and sexy.
(Sexy here has a different con-
notation than the one affixed
to our familiar Hollywood
icons, those triumphs of hor-
mones over mind, Burt Reynolds,
et ale Sexy is not an overstatement
of gender designed to bridge the
societal alienation gap. Sexy is as
sexy does. Nature is sexy. The
moon is sexy, as by her light she
abets a nocturnal rendezvous.
Every element that conspires in
the furthering of life-and every
element, natural and social, in this
film so conspires-is sexy.)
At film's end, one reluctantly
leaves the home of Mamie
(Simone Signoret) in the country.
What comes next for France-and
the world-is war. Never again
will pleasure be as simple and
abundant-or as natural.
Nonetheless, one exits with hope,
not regret. The images, so fresh
and immediate, _have seemed of
the present even as they evinced
the past. The witness of L'Adoles-
ceute is neither glamorous drug
nor nostalgic treacle. The ideal
world this film encloses is crafted
. from a knowledge of real human
being. Moreau has issued a state-
ment on love-expressed through
community in concert with
nature-and love is ever present,
here and now..
l'
FURTHER TELEVISION TR _ITIES
B;y Brian Hochberg
and Philip Koenig
This season, several familiar
faces on the rebound from recent-
ly cancelled series (or popping up
unexpectedly from the past) may
give the observant viewer a sense
of deja VUe Test your knowledge
of old faces 10 new places.
1. Rock Hudson returns in a
series called The Devlin Con-
eetion. What series did he
star in which aired as an NBC
Mystery Movie?
2. In the last nine years Robert
Urich has popped up on TV
series after TV series. What
are the names of the five
shows he appeared in before
this Fall's Gavilan?
3. Voyagers IS this season's
sci-fi entry. Television has
h~d many shows dealing with
time travel. On what show
did Vincent Price travel
through time on a train?
4. The New Odd Couple stars
Demond Wilson (late of San-
rord and Son) and Ron
Glass. In what show did
Wilson playa character who,
seven years after deserting his
wife and having himself
declared legally dead, comes
back to her?
5. St. Elsewhere has already
'-been listed as the Hill Street
Blues of hospital drama. In
what senes, based on a
popular 70s film, did its
star, David Birney, play a
non-fictional character in a
fictional setting?
6. Lee Horsley IS Matt
Houston, a very Hollywood
private detective. Whose
right-hand man did he play in
1981?
7. The Powers of Matthew Star,
about two extraterrestrials
who find their way to earth,
stars two TV veterans.
Name:
A. The comedy/drama Peter
Barton played in from
1979-80.
B. The drama (1970) III
which Lou Gossett Jr. 's Dr.




8. Brian Dennehy will captain a
fire station in the new com-
edy Star of the Family. In
which show did he play a
house detective in a casino?
9. Silver Spoons star Joel Hig-
gins once played a character
who collected all types of
junk, even scientific junk left
on the moon. Name the
senes.
10. An undercover cop receives
a computerized futuristic car
from a millionaire in Knight
Rider, His aid, Devon, is
played by Edward Mulhare.
What show (1968-70) did he
star in, and what was his
favorite saying?
11. The Quest concerns four
Americans, heirs to the
throne of a small Mediterra-
nean Kingdom. Concerning
the three male stars, name:
A: The detective show
(1974- I980) featuring Noah
Beery Jr.
B" The two mini-series that
feature Perry King.
.C. The short-lived series that
featured Ray Vilte.
12. Remington Steele is a female
private eye played by Steph-
anie Zimbalist. What mini-
series did she act in?
13. Jack Palance will be hosting
Ripley's Believe it or Not.
Name the Rod Serling play
dramatized for Playhouse 90
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Les Blank's Burden of Dreams
chronicles the making of Werner
Herzog's Fitzearralde, Both films
center on the overland-transporta-
tion of a steamboat from one
South American river to another,
an earthwork-performance piece
which in real life razed a swath of
virgin jungle and radically altered
the lives of hundreds of local In-
dian tribespeople.
The feature is a narcissistic
undertaking which so confuses
fact and fiction as to reduce,
halfway through, to documentary
without the benefit of commen-
tary. The documentary reveals a
stranger-than-fiction Herzog of
admirable tenacity and ques-
tionable sanity who spent five
years of his life playing a Kafkaes-
que Huey Long in the land of the
Incas. Neither film treats the
plight of the Indians rapidly being
displaced by the Hdevelopment"
of their land by the government,
which is a real sto~.
Fitzcarraldo is the nominal
portrait of an Irishman (Fitzcar-
raldo is the Spanish rendering of
Fitzgerald) obsessed with bringing
grand opera to a small Latin
town, an unintentional (maybe?)
metaphor for Herzog's obsession
with bringing auteurism to the
Amazon. In the film's highly
theatrical first scene, Fitzcarraldo
(played with Teutonic angst by the
pop..eyed", Klaus., :Kinski, . who
replaced Jason Robards) and his
lady-friend, the wealthy madam
of the local brothel (Claudia Car-
dinale, so intent on looking
twenty years old she forgets to
act) arrive late and dishevelled for
an opera performance featuring
Caruso and Bernhardt (played by
a tall, ugly man). They have come
by putt-putt and have no tickets.
Fitzcarraldo is obviously a
fanatic, so he and Madam are
allowed to stand at the back of the
house.
The theatricality of subsequent
scenes decreases in proportion as
we approach the nadir of Fitzcar-
raldo's/Herzog's expectations for
the realization of his opera
house/movie. In order to get the
money in order to build his opera
house in order to invite Caruso to
sing there, Fitzcarraldo brings ice
to South America. Unfortunately,
the only ones impressed by the in-
vention are children. The
Wagnerian leprechaun, with
Madam's money, next buys some
inaccessible land on which to grow
rubber. Then his and our troubles
being in earnest. In order to get
supplies and men to the land in
order to grow the rubber in order
to make the money to build the
opera house, he's got to bypass a
section of rapids by hauling this
steamboat up one side of a hill
and sliding it down the other. Any
hopes for character or plot
development which the optimistic
viewer has managaed to maintain
up to this point are -tortured to
death through the indescribable
tedium of this dumb idea.
The film is sacrificed to the pro-
ject as the feature turns documen-
tary. Kinski, two-dimensionally
macabre from the start, becomes
Herzog's stand-in. (Robards,
whatever his shortcomings; would
have fulfilled the initial promise of
dramatic resonance, wouldn't
have reduced to pawn.) Increas-
ingly one feels the presence of
director turned dictator as one is
forced, out of boredom, to con-
sider the real steamboat, to watch
the real land destroyed and the
real .Indians-who work under
conditions similar to those of the
pyramid-budders-e-exploited.
(The real documentary takes 'pains
to repeat that their wages -were
well above what they Could- have -
otherwise earned, which no doubt
satisfies the ethics of the culturally ,
desensitized. Herzog's promise to
them that they would later own
the land he partially destroyed is
as yet unfulfilled.) What began as
an imaginative study of a man in
love with art becomes an ugly self-
portrait of the artist as
disrespecter of reality. One seeks
the exit doors with the dazed sen-
sation of having been hit over the
head repeatedly with a steamboat.
It may be Herzog's dream, but
is it ours? It may represent
sacrifice, but~t art? It may be
art, but is it good? Klaus Killsld and the 320 toa metaphor.
Good Looking': Like Disney On Drugs DISCO
TRIVIA
By Steve Greenberg
Adolescence is that awkward
time in life when you're not quite
sure if your're child or adult.
You may have grown-up desires
but you can't fulfill them. For ex-
ample, you couldn't go alone to
see Hey Good Lookin' the latest
animated film by Ralph Bakshi,
creator of the X-rated Fritz the
Cat and more recently Amerieao
Pop, because it's rated R. And
it's really a shame, because the
adult you would have to drag
along would probably find this
film too dirty for children and too
dumb for adults.
Some excellent animation, a
few catchy tunes (including the
title song) and a cou pIe of funny
scenes comprises the best of this
film. which resembles something
Walt Disney might have created
had he been on illicit drugs.
The setting is Brooklyn, 1953.
The city is so dirtyand disgusting -"
that even the garbage can't wait
to get taken out of town. Teen-
agers Vinnie and Crazy are grow-
ing up doing what most young
males did for kicks back in '53:
wiping out Sicilians on the beach,
fighting off rival gangs, stealing
cars, squeezing boobs, hanging
moons and going to rock 'n" roll
shows at The Paramount. Now.
to have been doing all this good
stuff back then and to really re-
late, you'd have to be at least
thirty years old. But the popular-
ity among young people today of
films like Grease and television
shows like Happy Days indicates
many of us are nostalgic for times
we didn't even live through.
Our hero. Vinnie, leader of The
Stompers, wins the affections of
the voluptuous Rozzie, but can't
get his gang to- stand behind him
when he is challenged to a rum-
ble by the leader of the black
gang. The Chaplins. When Vin-
nie announces that he will fight
The Chaplins all by himself, Roz-
zie romantically coos. "Oh Vin-
nie. you can feel my tits now."
Crazy gets stuck with Rozzie's
chubby girlfriend, Eva, who is
constantly eating or nervously
making sandwiches. One truly
funny scene involves Crazy amor-
"ously attacking Eva at a drive-in
restaurant. He has to eat his way
through a lap full of hamburgers
to get at Eva's womanhood-in-
termittently coming up for air to
announce "lettuce. pickles.rtorna-
toes" and. finally. to pull a pair
of pink panties out of his mouth.
In a not-so-funny scene, Crazy
brutalIy shoots and kills two
members of The Chaplins and
•
puts the blame on Vinnie. Crazy.
apparently overcome by guilt.
then freaks out on a rooftop as
Bakshi subjects us to a series of
cliche hallucinations straight out
of a cheap Coney Island fun house
or a low-grade acid trip. When
Crazy jumps off the roof it is
pure relief from the juvenile
hysteria.
Hey Good Looldn' fails because
the adult humor and characteriza-
tions get lost in the cartoon form.
The cartoon form suffers in turn
from its inappropriate content.
Call me a purist. but I say Bugs
Bunny is better off for never hav-
ing met James Dean.
(Continued from page JJ)
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Oct. 28th* 29th** Nov. 1'1th* "Seems Like old
Times. "
Oct. 21st* 2'2nd** 25th* "Char iots -of Fire"
Oct. 14th* 15th** 18th* "La Cage Aux FolIes"
Oct. 7th* 8th** 12th* -"North By Northwest"
Student
* Monday's & Thursday's at 5:30p.m. Center.
** Friday's at,l:oe & 3:00pm -RmJ14 24th street.
We meet every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm.302 (Student Center)
- '





Ed 8allinger To Guide Fencers For Second Tim~
By Mieha~1 Flanigan.
Ed Ballinger is once again in
charge of preparing Baruch's var-
sity fencers for action in the up-
corning season which runs from
October to April.
The former u.s. National
Champion (1973 and 1975) and
Olympian (1976), last coached
here in 1979, when he was respon-
sible for the men's team. This-
year he will be in charge of both
the men's and women's squads.
AI Pereda, Chairperson of
Physical and Health Education,
described Ballinger as "the best
person we could have hoped to get
for the job. Fortunately for us, he
was available at the right
moment."
Besides being an expert at the
art of fencing, for which he is
widely recognized, Ballinger is "
also a very good individual
,teacher, according to Peredo. This
is very important for fencing,
which is inherently one of the
most difficult sports to coach.
"It requires teaching on a one-
to-one basis," Peredo said, "each
lesson takes particular personal
attention. " This is also one of the
. reasons, in addition to a low sti-
l'"
pend, why there has been a high
Ed Ballinger will point the way in 1912.
_ rate of attrition among coaches.
Ballinger is the fourth in as many
seasons to coach the men's squad.
Ballinger sees the upcoming
season as a rebuilding one for the
men's' team. Only three fencers
are returning from last year's team '
which dominated the,C.U.N.Y~'
championships. ," Hopefully,
within two years, we-will develop
into a strong team," he said. ,
The women who were second in
the East in 1~81, .should perform
even better this year.' They' have
four experienced' fencers return-
ing, and they are required to field
only four for competitive mat-
ches' as opposed to nine for the
men...
One of the major points of con-
cern for Ballinger at the moment,
is the poor turnout for the men's
team. Competitors have to be
fielded for action. with three
weapons - foil, sabre- and epee
-hence, the need for a good
response. The women's squad
who fence only in foil, are also in
need of additonal members.
Ballingerjjlike Peredo, is look-
ing forward to a successful year
for his charges, and his plans in-
clude having U.S. fencers coming
to the school to, fence against
members of the team, after prac-
tice.
Practices take place five days a
week in Room 1125 of the 23rd
Street building.
.- . ---- .,..
travel to different colleges upstate
and out of state. For instance, the
soccer team was able to travel to. , -
Binghamton to participate in com-
. petition with that school. The
lIfiifQfIlls for the b:a,sketball team
are now being replenished rnore.
.. frequently;'instead" ut~eryei~~:~·l
'years, 'it -, WiIi- be every three oi··· .:
four.
The athletic teams are looking
forward to an exciting year. 1\
new push has been 'made for the
coaches to actively recruit athletes .
out of high schools. Unfortunate- ......
Iy... -since we are in Division III,
athletic scholarships are taboo.
Dr. Engfeels that out teams ~~
now better than.evertThe caliber"
of athletic ability "I!~ gone up
substantially, and:iti'e emphasis
this year is on improving the 'per-
formance of the: tea~ over last
year. ~.::-' ~,.
Dr. Eng would like tp.. make the
student more aware' that the'
Baruch athletic dePar'.tment is'~
viable competitive program. "It
, is important to supplement yoUr
-academic education.V4ih other ex-
tracurricular activides;"he said;
r
great rapport with his athletes. He
influenced the way Dr. Eng, in-
structs, coaches, counsels and ad-
ministers at Baruch:
It has been a decade since Dr.
Eng started at Baruch where he \
was a martial arts instructor.
Now:" he .is the .oUector 'of
Athletics. - ~
. Eng is satisfied wit~the con-
tributions he's made ~ ~o , the
athletic program and 'Baruch.
The most satisfying aspect of
his career has been his success in
persuading President Segall, the
rest of the administration and
alumni to view the athletic pro: '
gram in -ta favorable manner,. •
Favorable in terms of increases in
"funding and contributions from
alumni daring the annual
Phonathon,
The program's budget was
doubled last year; this year it is
stable. However, the increased
monies won't be extremely
noticeable. Instead of the teams
"just getting by" they're barely
getting by. But, _the Baruch Col-
lege Fund supplemented better
schedules as far as being able to
Proflle:
Eng-ineering Bar-ueh's Athletic Program
By Sharon Singer
~
One event could completely
.change.your life. This happened
to Dr. William Eng, the Director
.of Athletics, Luckily, for Baruch
students, 'the outcome ofthe event
was" positive. A:fter""fiveyears of',
working on his doctorate, he was
pressured by limited time to com-
plete his studies. .By some
measure of fate, he Inc;!' his
deadline. If he hadn't, he'd. be
looking for another job and our
athletic prograin probably would
not be what it is today.
, Dr. Eng earned his bachelor's
\
degree in Physical Education and
his master's in Health Education
at City College. He then went on
to New York University where he
obtained his Ph.D in Health
Education. After that, it was on to
York College for one year as an
administrative assistant for the
soccer team.
It was at York that he met his
mentor, .soccer coach Ray
Klivecka. Klivecka was an assis-
tant coach for the New 'York
Cosmos. The one attribute that









Wed. Oct. 13 at Dominican/
Southampton - 7:00
Fri. Oct. 15 at Molloy/
Elizabeth Seton 6:00
Basketball
Tryouts for the men's team co
Date: Friday October 15
Time: 3:00 p.m,
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Statesmen Stop Medgar Evers in Overtime, 3-2._




Mark Younker's goal at 5:30 in
the overtime period, lifted
Baruch's soccer team to a 3-2
triumph over their Medgar Evers
counterparts in a game that was
played at City College on Satur-
day, October 2. The win raised the
Statesmen's won-loss-tie record
for the season to 2-1-2.
Baruch's starting eleven played
very lackadaisically ,throughout
the first three quarters of the
game, moving very slowly to the
ball, and holding it too long when
they took possession. Coach
Tony Henry who was visibly con-
cerned on the sidelines, felt that
his charges "took the game very
, lightly, and underestimated the
opposition." .
Medgar Evers, who played a
long passing patterm. as opposed
to one of short distributions by
Baruch, went ahead at 34:47 of
the' first half, when the Baruch
defense was unable to clear An-
thony Francis' shot from the right
side. , Medgar Evers continued to
outplay the Statesmen, and only
some excellent goaltending by
Peter Westernep prevented addi-
tional scoring by Medgar Evers in
this period,
Some subsititutions were made
at the' resumption of the second
half but Baruch continued to play
at the same pace; lethargic.
Almost against the run of play,
Gerard Hibbert equalized for the
Statesmen after eight minutes 'had
elapsed. Play continued with both
teams missing scoring oppor-
-tunities until Larry Henriques
headed a corner kick home at
31 :31, to put Medgar Evers ahead
2-1.
The Sta tesmen with" defeat
confronting them, realized that
the game was much harder than
they had anticipated," Coach
Henry 'said, started to play to the
level of their potential. Captain
Garfield Dilworth led the asser-
tion of Baruch's presence in the
game, with some weaving runs
from his backline position. It was
one of these that eventually led to
Paul Norton's equalizing goal
with only 3 minutes and 45
seconds left to play ir:. regulation
time.
The Statesmen carried over
their fine performance of the last
quarter into overtime. There was
now more fluency to their passes,
and a determination to win the
ball from the opposition. They
totally dominated play in both
halves, which. were each 10
minutes in duration.
The winning goal resulted from
what was probably the best
buildup of the game. Vladimir
Cadet dispossessed a Medgar
Evers forward of the ball on the
half-line, and relayed it to Colin
Fleming, who threaded the
defense with a pass to Fabio
Dehakic, The left winger took it
almost onto the touchline, pulling
the goalkeeper towards him in the
process, before squaring
beautifully for, Mark Younker, to
tap into an unprotected net, for
the final tally of the game.
As a result of this victory, the
Statesmen are still abreast with the
leaders in both Metropolitan and
CUNY competi tions , Coach
Henry is very optimistic about the
prospects for this squad, as they
are now beginning to "get it
together. "
Stuart Coote's second half shot Is just puried over the crou....
Committee Says No To
Two-Divisfon Basketball
Alfred Per.. of tile F-.Ity CommIttee
By Joe Fagan
With a policy of two divisions
for the Intramural Basketball
Tourn_ament introduced,
recruiting players for the tourney
.. became tantamount to the annual
college draft. All the players ap-
prehensively waited for the
tourney to start. Predictions were
made.as to who would end up win-
ning in both divisions. Unfor-
tunately, the 'excitement has
diminished. On Thursday,. Sept.
30, the General Faculty Commit-
tee on Athletics voted to prohibit
varsity players from playing in in-
tramural sports in which they
compete for the college.
Not only is the idea. of two divi-
sions for the basketball tourney
defunct, but all the intramural
tournaments are affected as well.
The tennis and soccer tourneys
will be void of varsity players.
Clifford '. Marshall and this
reporter, attended the meeting as
representatives of the Intramural
Basketball Association and. the
men's varsity basketball team.
The Faculty Committee was made
up of appointees from the faculty,
chosen by the President to serve
on the committee. It consisted of
Dr. William Eng. Athletic Direc-
tor. Joan C. Gondola. Prof. Al-
fred Peredo, Ms. Judith Eates,
Prof. John Affisco andjwo stu-
dent representatives.
At the meeting, the student
body was not fully represented
beca use of ineligible and
unavailable student represen-
tatives. Also, new appointees to
the committee were not totally
aware, or informed as to the
overall function and policy of the
committee. A new chairperson,
Dr. Gondola, was voted in at the
meeting, thus producing new
pressures. The meeting, unfor-
.tunately, did not begin as sched-
uled. and time was indeed a fac-
tor in arriving at a decision for
the varsity athletes.
After confirming the budget
and elaborating on the function of
the committee, the issue of the
varsity athletes was brought to the
floor. The committee approached
the issue from a philosophical
viewpoint and with, regard to the
policy of other CUNY senior col-
leges. Tom Cracovia, the in-
tramural director, was invited to
discuss the issue of varsity players-
involved in Intramural sports. His
main concern was not to prohibit
varsity athletes from participating
but to set a policy which was flexi-
ble, depending on the type of
sport and the need of the student.
"The intercollegiate athlete wants
to participate in intramural com-
petition in their sport," Cracovia
said.
The coaches appear to neither
discourage it nor condone it, and
with few .exceptions the non-
intercollegiate athlete seemed to
welcome the competition, and
wanted a flexible policy which
took into consideration the needs
of both the in tercollegia te and
non-intercollegiate athlete.
Other faculty members felt that
the inexperienced player who just
wants to play would be at a disad-
vantage. Prof. Peredo, chairman
of the Physical Education Depart-
ment took a coach's standpoint,
arguing that if a varsity athlete
injures himself playing Intra-
mural sports, it would be to the
detriment of the college varsity
team, and the Athletic Program as
a whole. Despite the arguments
made, the committee elusively
avoided a more thorough discus-
sion on the issue at hand, because
faculty members had courses to
teach.
A nasty motion to prohibit var-
sity athletes from participating in
intramural competition was put
on the floor by Prof. Peredo. A
resulting tie had to be decided
upon by the chairperson. Dr.
Gondola voted' in favor of the mo-
tion. She said: "I viewed the issue
philosophically and the basis for
my decision was the protection
of the varsity athlete and the stu-
dent player.
The short-lived policy of twc
different divisions for the in-
tramural basketball tournament
was designed to appeal to all par-
ticipants as a whole, just as all in-
tramural sports.
Non-intercollegiate players
cannot play varsity athletics be-
cause of school and employment.
Here at Baruch, this is always
the case. The non-intercollegiate
player. therefore, competes in
intramurals for exercise and also
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By Damian Begley
The Baruch Soccer squad has
gone unbeaten in its last four
games. With two wins and two
ties, the Statesmen appear to be
gunning . for -the CUNY .and
METRO titles.
Against SUNY Purchase, the
Statesmen garnered their first
shutout win of the season, 4-0. It
was apparent that Baruch was in
control right from the start. The
incentive here was rebounding
. from the opening game loss
against Binghamton. Frank Trin-
tini started in the goal and played
his position to perfection, block-
•
ing every shot that came his way.
Backup goalie Peter Paul
W.estemep fmished the game in
the same style.
Defense was the key element in
the next match as the Statesmen
held Stony Brook scoreless well
into the second half before yield-
ing a 1·1 tie as regulation time
ended. A 20-minute overtime
period followed but neither team
could score. giving Baruch its first
tie of the season. This was the
case also with Dowling College.
But the tie, again 1-1 in overtime,
was pleasing to coach Henry. who
commented, "Dowling is one of
the more powerful teams. They
are ranked number one in Divi-
sion 2."
For a team with six Freshmen
starters the Statesmen are playing
very good ball. But the real test
comes in the next half-dozen
games. It's those six games in the
schedule that make up the bulk of
the CUNY and METRO league
games.
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